Important Facts
1. SAVES YOU MONEY
Formadrain can drastically reduce underground pipe repair
costs by completely eliminating any digging. In addition to cost
savings, there are a number of other important benefits.

Success Stories
“…The technology is brilliant; absolutely no
disruption of my landscaping or of my basement.
I cannot recommend them highly enough.”

— Barbara Malcolmson

2. LESS ROAD REPAIRS
No digging means no road damage and no big messes, patches
or potholes in spring!

3. PROVEN and LONG LASTING
Formadrain no-dig systems have been installed and used since
1994 across North America with tests proving repairs will last
over 50 years!

4. 100% GREEN SOLUTION
It is friendly to the environment because it is odorless and
completely nontoxic. It protects the environment and your
underground power lines.

5. DEVELOPED IN NORTH AMERICA
Headquartered in Montreal, Formadrain Inc. was founded and
developed in Quebec, Canada and now has installers all across
Canada and the United States.

“An Authorized Licensee lined our clay pipe
sewer line with Formadrain. The sewer line had
tree roots growing through the joints causing
blockage. The process took approximately two
hours to complete and there was no mess to our
house or yard. I highly recommend this process
to anyone that is not wishing to dig out existing
lines which would disturb driveways or street
pavement.”
— Scott Jordison

No-Dig Technologies
Since 1994

“After many years dealing with a sewer problem
due to root intrusion, I was told about digging to
replace the lateral, which involved breaking the
sidewalk and the street and redoing some
landscaping. All of this was at my expense and
added up to around $20,000, plus a deposit for
permits at the City. I contacted a Formadrain
Authorized Licensee. After only a few hours my
problems were forever gone, no sidewalk nor
street broken and my landscaping was intact.”

— Yves Brunet
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THE BENEFITS OF OUR NO-DIG SYSTEM

The system that repairs house
sewers without digging...

Every year, thousands of homeowners need to
repair their house sewer.
But today, with the Formadrain technology, there is no more
need for digging.

NO DIGGING: All repairs are done from existing
cleanouts in the house. There is absolutely no digging.
Unlike the costly conventional methods, with our no-dig
system, we can rehabilitate the existing pipe in place, which
causes no damage to the environment.

The Formadrain liner can repair all
kinds of damages including:
• Split, cracked, broken or poorly installed joints
• Stops root intrusion permanently
• Stops water infiltration*
• Leakage due to corrosion or wear and tear

FAST REPAIRS: With the Formadrain no-dig system,
complete repairs take just a few hours instead of days and
homeowners can stay in their home. Additionally, the new
sewer is ready to use immediately upon completion.
SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS:

With Formadrain, there
is no need for digging equipment and related labour.
This drastically reduces costs and makes repair planning
much easier.

MINIMAL SETUP SPACE:
minimal impact on street circulation.

*Special handling may be required in the case of major water infiltration.

The no-dig approach has

ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE: The repair job is done
entirely inside the damaged pipe thus posing no threat to
underground wires or pipes.
LONG LASTING:

According to exhaustive tests
conducted by the prestigious Center for Advancement of
Trenchless Technology (CATT) of the University of Waterloo in
Ontario, repairs done with the Formadrain system will last 50
years or more.

CERTIFIED LINERS: The Formadrain Liners Formapox
101 and Durapox are certified by the internationally renowned
National Sanitation Foundation (NSF). Formapox 101 has been
NSF14 certified for years. In order to qualify for certification,
Formadrain is subjected to rigorous testing throughout the
year. Formadrain liners are also ICC-ES certified for plumbing
codes compliance.

